A ‘work smarter, not harder’ approach to improving healthcare quality
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Over the past 20 years, we have seen increasing activity aimed at achieving reliable, safe and high-quality care. The Institute of Medicine’s Crossing the Quality Chasm report collated the evidence of the need for change and provided a framework and a set of key recommendations that challenged providers, organisations, professionals and policymakers to pursue a common goal of high-quality healthcare for all.¹

In many ways, the summary of evidence and the accompanying challenge have been accepted and demonstrable improvements have occurred. For example, at the provider level, the rate of central line-associated bloodstream infections has been reduced through directed efforts to implement evidence-based strategies.² Healthcare organisations are increasingly introducing health information technology to advance the quality and safety of care.³ Professional bodies are influencing the inclusion of safety and quality improvement training in health professional education.⁴ Policymakers, organisational leaders and legislators have introduced mechanisms to promote and incentivise high-quality healthcare delivery.⁵⁻⁷

Although this degree of change is meaningful, the rate at which healthcare quality is improving has been slower than most would want. Despite a greater understanding of why improvement initiatives fail, including the importance of having the right context and the need for improvement capability,⁸⁻⁹ the desire for an increased pace has resulted in more improvement initiatives, greater accountability, tougher accreditation standards and more legislation.⁵⁻¹⁰ Yet, according to the Crossing the Quality Chasm, “a higher level of quality cannot be achieved by further stressing current systems of care.”¹¹ In non-healthcare industries, a ‘work harder’ response to address performance gaps occurs when the existing workforce is expected to achieve more with the same resources, methods, supports or capacity.¹² Although this initially may result in higher performance, it has been shown to lead to a decreased ability to sustain ongoing improvement, an increased numbers of workarounds and errors, and, in turn, loss of productivity.¹² Many recent quality improvement initiatives have counted on the healthcare workforce, especially staff at the point of care, to implement the desired changes, effectively layering additional workload on an already busy environment, complex and generally inefficient system. For example, in critical care recent studies have demonstrated that implementation of evidence-based practices to prevent ventilator-associated pneumonia¹³ and tight glycemic control¹⁴ have added tasks equating to four additional hours of nursing care per day. At the same time, staff are being asked to implement electronic medical records and decision support applications aimed at reducing errors, improving documentation and gaining access to data, which, paradoxically, results in spending more time completing routine tasks.¹⁵ Although providers understood the importance of such initiatives, they reported increased difficulty in getting their work done accurately and reliably and find themselves reducing attention to other tasks, creating more system workarounds and spending less time interacting with patients.¹³⁻¹⁵ Such an increase in job demands without the provision of additional resource has been shown to induce defensive strategies among recipients of change and likely contributes to resistance to change and lack of ‘buy-in’.¹⁵⁻¹⁶

In an effort to improve the quality of healthcare delivery, are we actually making the delivery of healthcare harder?
There appears to be an assumption that there is abundant elasticity and available capacity within the healthcare work setting, yet years of study of innovation diffusion, change management and behaviour change have demonstrated that increasing workload demands—especially when not understood, perceived to be unneeded or felt unlikely to lead to improvement—leads to change fatigue and resistance, cynicism, burnout and turnover.  

If asking providers to ‘work harder’ as an approach is unlikely to succeed, then what are alternative strategies? One could decrease the demand for change—reducing the number of new initiatives, performance measures, reporting requirements and regulations. Given the perceived slow pace of improvement in quality and safety, this approach seems unpalatable; however, a smaller, more coordinated set of improvement objectives may help alleviate the perceived untenable demand. Another option would be to increase the number of healthcare personnel to offset the increased workload, but this approach would come at increased cost that is likely not desirable given the need to control healthcare spending. A third approach would be to adopt a ‘work smarter’ strategy that emphasises the need for organisations to invest in preserving or increasing the capacity and capability of implementing change, which includes understanding the associated workload demands on the healthcare workforce and aiming to reduce them.

What would a ‘working smarter’ improvement approach look like? Building on existing theories and tools, such a strategy would place more emphasis on the impact of the workload associated with improvement on the recipients of change. This approach would guide the design of initiatives that carry less added workload (or better yet, reduce workload) and are perceived to be helpful and of value to those charged with carrying out the tasks. Such improvement initiatives are more likely to be sustainably adopted, more likely to achieve their intended outcomes and encounter less ongoing resistance. This strategy would require a more careful assessment of the tasks and processes associated with the change initiative; the time and resources needed to plan and effectively implement; and the complexity of the any added work assignments. Achieving this will require a greater partnership with and participation of the healthcare workforce, who will need to help prioritise, design, test and guide the adaptation and implementation of the new work.

Such a strategy is not novel. For years, the aeronautical industry has made tools available to measure the perceived and actual workload associated with tasks to achieve high, reliable system performance without overextending operators. Suggested approaches to achieving patient-centred care are employing strategies that involve co-designing care with patients that result in a better fit with patients’ abilities and needs. Why would we not use a similar approach with the healthcare workforce? Although existing improvement methods (such as model for improvement and LEAN) employ similar principles and tools of designing with end-users and seeking and removing inefficiencies, these methods need a more explicit understanding of and goal to preserve workforce capacity and reduce the workload associated with change.

There is no argument that there exists a quality performance gap in healthcare, one that needs ongoing attention and pressure. However, if true and sustainable improvement in outcomes is to be realised, we must, at all levels of the system, understand and aim to embed a ‘work smarter, not harder’ approach and limit the workload—including improvement-related workload—on those charged with delivering care.
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